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As the cryptocurrency market continues to heat up, many traders are looking for ways to get their
hands on the next big coin. One crypto that has been lately getting a lot of attention is Linear
Finance (LINA), the first cross-chain compatible, delta-one asset protocol. So, without further ado, in
this article we’ll dive into the Linear Finance price prediction for 2023, 2025 and 2030.
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Before getting deeper into the LINA price prediction and discussing numbers that might get you
bored for no reason at all, let’s have a look at the basic introduction of this currency.
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Linear Finance (LINA) Overview
Cryptocurrency Linear Finance
Ticker Symbol LINA
Rank 191
Price $0.02158  
Price Change 24H +0.50%
Market Cap $115,354,099
Circulating Supply 5,345,425,959.39 LINA 
Trading Volume $290,555,220
All Time High $0.3126
All Time Low $0.002533 
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What is Linear Finance?
Linear Finance is a decentralized platform that allows users to instantly create digital versions of
traditional assets called synthetic assets. These synthetic assets, known as “Liquids,” provide
unlimited liquidity and give cryptocurrency users access to commodities, forex, market indices, and
other sectors.

 

The exchange is specifically designed to enable the trading of various Liquids with rapid
confirmation times.

 

Linear Finance offers different products, such as Linear.Buildr, which is a decentralized application
(DApp) used to manage Liquids. Users can utilize Linear’s native token, LINA, and other tokens as
collateral within the Linear.Buildr app. The platform also provides an exchange designed for
efficient trading of various Liquids, ensuring fast transaction confirmations and strong security
measures.

 

Purpose of Linear Finance

The main goal of Linear is to deliver an exceptional user experience, focusing on scalability
and faster transaction speeds.
Linear Finance aims to provide a simple solution for users who want to access traditional
assets while benefiting from blockchain technology.
The protocol emphasizes cross-chain capabilities to enhance scalability and speed.

 

What makes Linear Finance unique?
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Linear Finance is built on Ethereum but supports other chains, allowing users to transfer
assets between them.
It offers access to both digital assets and traditional assets like forex and commodities through
dynamic price feeds.
Linear addresses the systemic front-running issue found in many decentralized exchange
(DEX) protocols.
LINA tokens are used as collateral to mint Liquids, but users can also use other digital assets
like ETH and wBTC.
The Linear Exchange provides unlimited liquidity for Liquids and fast settlement times,
suitable for high-frequency traders and algorithmic trading.

 

Utility of LINA tokens

LINA’s primary use is as collateral for Liquids (using Buildr), which are synthetic assets on the
Linear Finance platform.LINA has an estimated APY of 33.93% with over 1.15b staked.
LINA tokens are also used for community governance of the protocol.
Token holders have access to the Linear DAO. The Linear DAO allows token holders to vote on
various initiatives and proposals.

 

Altogether, Linear Finance seems to be a good investment opportunity.

 

Linear Finance Latest News
A Twitter account recently tweeted that a whale is doing a pump-and-dump. The address
which has been pushing the price is “0xd91A43744B7A355A4bb061bdba9F49B4C78920de”.
The whale has been buying and selling Lina from the Binance exchange. The address has
withdrawn over 1.2 Billion tokens from exchanges via multiple addresses. It has over 23% of
the circulating supply and 12% of the total supply. The address has also sold a few of the
tokens which have dumped the price.
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Linear Finance Price Analysis
LINA price has defied gravity in the past few days as its rally gains steam.

 

At the time of writing, LINA is trading at $0.02158 with a market capitalization of $115,354,099,
ranking #191 amongst all cryptocurrencies by that metric. In the past 24 hours, the LINA coin price
has increased by 0.50% with a trading volume of $290,555,220.

 

This week, Linear Finance coin managed to move above the important resistance point at $0.0194,
the highest point on April 6.

 

LINA price has seen a gain of more than 100% in the past seven days, suggesting a extremely strong
bullish trend. In all, the token has jumped by more than 300% from the lowest point this year.

 

It is unclear why LINA price has surged in the past few days.A likely reason is that the volume of
trades in the ecosystem is doing well, with the TVL surging to over $17 million. It was about $5
million at its lowest level in 2022.

 

The other reason is that the token is gaining traction in social media. Data from LunaCrush shows
that it is one of the most actively mentioned project on social media. Historically, cryptocurrencies
that are mentioned in platforms like Twitter, Reddit, and StockTwits tend to do well.

 

The same is happening in CoinMarketCap, one of the biggest crypto websites in the industry.
Together with $TOMO, $OXBT, $HEX, and $BIAO, LINA is one of the top trending coins in the
platform.

 

Our LINA price analysis shows that the overall sentiment of the technical indicators is bullish. Linear
price could potentially see a new high in the coming weeks.

 

The next level to watch will be at $0.030, which is ~40% above the current level. The upside trend of
LINA can see a halt near this area.

 

Meanwhile, the support of the asset price can be seen near the value of $0.017. A drop below $0.017
will invalidate the bullish view.

 



Now let’s move on to the LINA coin price prediction for 2023 and beyond.

 

LINA Price Prediction 2023, 2025, 2030
Below pulls together our LINA price prediction for 2023, 2025 and 2030, ensuring you have a rough
idea of the coin’s future value potential:

 
YEAR MINIMUM PRICE MAXIMUM PRICE
2023 $0.026 $0.034
2025 $0.065 $0.081
2030 $0.167 $0.182
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Linear Finance Price Prediction 2023
If the platform welcomes a thriving userbase and a spike in the rate of adoptions and
collaborations, LINA might see impressive growth throughout 2023.

 

As per our Linear Finance price prediction 2023, Linear Finance is expected to reach a possible high
of $0.034 by the end of 2023. On the flip side, if Linear fails to commit to its expectations, the price
might slip down to $0.026, with an average price of $0.028.

 

Linear Finance Price Prediction 2025
Linear Finance looks well-positioned to reach its full potential in the coming years. If Linear
Finance manages to attract investors and whalestats with its developmental and community-building
initiatives, LINA crypto price might experience a significant increase in 2025.
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Our Linear Finance price prediction 2025 forecasts that at the very highest, Linear Finance price
may reach $0.081 by 2025. The minimum price could be $0.065, with an average price of $0.068.
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Linear Finance Price Prediction 2030
The Linear Finance ecosystem is actively growing with new users and partnerships and will remain
viable in the long term. Our Linear Finance price prediction 2030 forecasts that Linear Finance is
expected to trade between $0.167 and $0.182 in 2030.

 

Here, it’s worth pointing out that 2030 is still a long way away. 7 years down the line, the crypto
market could be affected by a host of different events and updates, each of which is difficult to
ascertain. Ergo, it’s best that predictions like these are taken with a pinch of salt.

 

Where Can I Buy LINA?
Notable options for purchasing LINA include Binance, BTCC and KuCoin. Among these, BTCC is one
of the best exchanges as it witnesses a large trading volume of LINA. Compared to Binance, BTCC
has no regulatory concerns and is available in U.S., Canada and many other countries in Europe.
Furthermore, BTCC exchange is highly recommended due to its favourable attributes such as
extremely low fees, user-friendly interface, excellent customer support, and robust security
measures with no reported hacks or security breaches to date.

 

In order to trade LINA/USDT on BTCC, you need to first register an account. And you need to have
some USDT in your crypto wallet, or you can directly buy it on BTCC. Once you have USDT, you can
trade LINAUSDT Perpetual Contracts on BTCC with a leverage up to 50x. The transaction is safe,
cheap, and fast with VERY easy steps. You can also choose to deposit LINA with a minimum single
deposit of 16149LINA.

Buy LINA Now
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Linear Finance Price Prediction: Conclusion
Linear Finance is a popular project that gained a significant amount of popularity in a short amount
of time. As per the current performance analysis, LINA coin is showing bullish growth. The Linear
Finance is one of the fastest-growing blockchain projects that have a strong community. As per our
price analysis, the long-term investment in Linear Finance appears to be a good option to consider.

 

In closing, please know the forecast figures are generated using our price prediction tool and in that
matter, not a guarantee, that the actual price action will follow what we mentioned. Even though the
prices seem bullish, Linear token and other cryptos are volatile and can change their price direction
at any time. Therefore, always do your own research and evaluate all necessary factors before
making any investment.

Open a free BTCC account and receive 10 USDT
welcome bonus

 

What are BTCC’s specs?

Sometimes, users feel more comfortable working with an exchange if they know that the exchange
has a footprint in the industry. With 12 years of stable and secure operating history, BTCC is one of
the top cryptocurrency derivatives exchanges in CoinMarketCap, which boasts a wide selection of
60+ cryptocurrencies and millions of registered users, offering services in 100+ countries.

 

BTCC charges 0.06% for both takers and makers, which are way below the industry average.
According to the largest and most recent empirical study on crypto exchange trading fees, the
average spot trading taker fee is 0.2294% and the maker fee is 0.1854%.
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With high liquidity, low trading fees and fast transaction speed, BTCC allows users to open a trade
immediately even when the crypto markets experience a sharp rise or plunge.

 

Apart from crypto trading, BTCC also supports tokenized futures service, allowing users to trade
stocks and commodities futures (Gold/Silver) with USDT as the margin. The maximum leverage is up
to 150x.

 

Trading on BTCC begins with registration and log in, which only takes 30 seconds. New customers
can now sign up here to get a welcome bonus of 10 USDT, and complete the KYC verification to
access all BTCC’s features and BTCC bonus. Once verified, you can start trading LINA now.
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